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ABSTRACT

In this modern era, continuous change is the first step in forming a new structure between theory and practice. The idea of a juggernaut is very relevant to the theory of structuration with current conditions in the 21st century, where technology becomes a reference that can crush anyone who is not responsive to its power. This technology takes one path and takes many roles from various fields: economic, social, political, legal, and educational. This 21st century is marked by great momentum for changes in human behavior and civilization, namely the industrial revolution 4.0 and the arrival of Covid-19, which have changed many social structures and human activities. This makes history a means of connecting the problems in the 21st century with past events. By using a descriptive qualitative method, this paper will reveal how technological developments are very influential on educational and political developments and what are the challenges faced based on historical perspective?. In this case, the study aims to discuss the history and challenges of Indonesia's education system and government system in the 21st century and give a solution. The data used are from 2 books, 14 journal articles, and 4 websites with a span of 2019-2021. The research results are expected to be used as a further study in the face of the development of the modern era in the fields of education and government. This study also has limitations, namely only on the face of the development of the modern era in the fields of education and government.
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INTRODUCTION

Entering the changing times is constantly the first step in forming a new structure between theory and practice. The same thing happens in the process of changing the structure that humans perceive. From one revolution to the next, the structure of reality has changed, leading human civilization always to enter the latest phase. Along with the development of the times, technology is also increasingly sophisticated in helping people's daily lives (Lukman Hakim, 2020: 59)(1). If the technology is used correctly, it will produce positive things and vice versa. If it is used excessively and not in an inappropriate manner, it will turn the technology into a negative thing. This technology also plays a role in all fields, including politics and education.

*Juggernaut* is described as a large machine that can crush anyone who is not responsive to its power. The democratic system gives the movement *juggernauts* freedom, through the development of science and technology, humans are still in modernity. Now democracy makes room for modernity and a giant object called the emerged *juggernaut of modernity*. Democracy has opened up the dialectical space as a whole, both of them argue that the government is the enemy and those who state that the government is considered right to implement true democracy (Lukman Hakim, 2020: 113). (1)

Why is this worth discussing? Changes in the Indonesian government system affect changing the form of democracy. In the history of Indonesia, there were 4 periods of democracy with a different system. First, during the liberal democratic government system at the beginning of Indonesia's independence. During President Soekarno's reign, the two systems of guided democracy had been implied by the government at that time, Then President Soekarno also dissolved the constituent assembly. Third, the Pancasila democratic system was applied during President Suharto's reign, who led for quite a long time. Fourth, the current democratic system is still considered to be in a transitional period (2). The development of democracy that is carried out is still based on representation. (Wijaya, et al., 2019). Changes in the democratic system in Indonesia from President Soekarno's leadership have not been able to fully improve the Indonesian government system. (3)

Apart from the government, Human Resources (HR) quality also supports progress in a country including Indonesia. If human resources in Indonesia are compared to 3 countries in Asia, Indonesia is still below Singapore with a score of 0.88 and Vietnam with a score of 0.67 (reported from Kompas.com, 2019)(4). Improving the quality of education is a renewal process in improving the quality of Human Resources. Improving education is
supported by facilities and infrastructure and is accompanied by the willingness of every human resource to be better.

From this explanation, changes are needed to the education system in Indonesia in developing the curriculum and the development of the government system that is run in Indonesia. Therefore, this article aims to provide solutions for implementing government and education systems to deal with *modern juggernauts*. To realize an education system that can improve human resources, there are four pillars offered by UNESCO, 1) *Learning to know*, 2) *Learning to do*, 3) *Learning to live together*, 4) *Learning to be*. Indonesia has a promising prospect for democracy. The condition for achieving this condition is the existence of sound political control. Healthy socio-political control can be done by giving space to the mass media, political parties, and organizations *civil society*.

**METHOD**

The researcher used a qualitative descriptive method by using a literature review of a book study entitled "Metode Penelitian Kuantitatif, Kualitatif & Penelitian Gabungan (Quantitative, Qualitative & Joint Research Methods)" by Prof. Dr. A. Muri Yusuf, M.Pd. page 46 to 48, a basic review used in research, then adjusted to the research topic discussed by the researcher. Qualitative methods are used to analyze data which is the source needed in the research process. The researchers analyzed and sorted out sources of information from the research materials according to the topics discussed. Through this method, the research results obtain results that can be proven.

The data collection technique used in doing this study was with used books by Lukman Hakim, with reference pages from 111 to 115, and the book by Deny JA with reference pages from 26 to 27. Journal articles from Google Scholar, several of them are Chronologia: Journal of History Education (2020), Journal of Social sciences and education, Journal of legal science, Social and Government, and trusted websites such as kompas.com. In collecting the data, researchers were organizing and selecting which one is essential for the conducted research.

The analysis techniques used in conducting literature review research are (5):

1. Prepare the equipment needed
2. Gather scientific sources following the topic to be discussed
3. Timing the analysis appropriately
4. Read and review scientific sources before conducting analysis
5. Analyze and conclude the sources that have been collected
RESULTS

In this study, fourteen journal articles were used from 2019 to 2020 and were strengthened by other sources in the form of two books from Playbook and the official and trusted website of four sites. The majority of journals are taken from Google Scholar with detailed articles containing the development of government systems from the past to the present, such as the parliamentary democratic government system, guided democracy, Pancasila democracy, reform democracy, and journals containing educational developments that have been implemented in Indonesia. In addition, there are also sources coming from the website from kompas.com and documents from the website containing information on the progress of human resources in Indonesia compared to other Southeast Asian countries and analysis of online learning.

DISCUSSION

A. Indonesian Government History Overview

History of nationalism, life, and state in Indonesia in the context of implementing the system of democratic governance, often divided into the steps of the old order, the new order, and order reforms(6). The power of President Soekarno's government (1945-1966) is referred to as the old order. This order was known as Guided Democracy, a Sukarno-style concept of democracy that was interpreted from the 1945 Constitution. In President Soeharto's rule, the New Order was called the New Order, which was carried out from 1966 to 1998, known as the legal, political policy of Pancasila Democracy with the principle of "implementing Pancasila purely and consistently." Then the reformation order was a period of government that began with the sign of the fall of the Suharto government in May 1988 (6).

The development of the democratic government of the Indonesian state based on time is divided into four periods.

1. The period of 1945-1959 (Parliamentary Democracy)

The period of Parliamentary Democracy took effect for a month after President Soekarno declared independence and began to be strengthened by the 1945 and 1950 Constitutions. However, this system was deemed unsuitable for Indonesia. The 1950 constitution determines the implementation of a parliamentary system with an executive body consisting of the president and his ministers responsible for politics. Since the political parties in each cabinet are based on one or even two major political parties and several minor political parties, resulting in poor relations between the parties, the related parties are also not afraid to withdraw their support at any time(7).
2. Period 1959-1965 (Guided Democracy)

   The dominance of the leader's role is the hallmark of a guided democratic system. In this period, political parties had limitations in carrying out their role, the influence of communists also developed in this era and the expansion of the role of ABRI as a socio-political(7). During this period, the government made many changes to the practice of democracy. The issuance of the Presidential Decree on July 5 was seen to find a way out of the political problems that occurred in the constituent assembly, which was a form of deviation from democratic practice(7).

   Many deviations occurred in the practice of the democratic system, especially in the executive field. In the era of guided democracy, it was not a real democracy but a form of power that was led by itself or arbitrarily. The meaning of democracy in this era was not reflected or applied properly. Until the birth of the 30/September PKI Movement, the guided democracy of the Soekarno era was ended. (7)

3. The 1965-1988 period (Pancasila Democracy)

   This period emerged after the 30/S PKI Movement, led by President Suharto. This period had a formal basis, namely Pancasila, the 1945 Constitution, and the MPRS stipulations. In this era, it aimed to restore and straighten the implementation of government based on Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution consistently and purely. To restore the government system from violating the 1945 Constitution during Guided Democracy, the Soeharto Government had taken corrective actions. In the period of Pancasila democracy, the practice of democracy reflected the values of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution. Therefore, this period was called Pancasila democracy, in this democracy views the supreme power of the people over the state government as the core of this democratic system. However, Pancasila Democracy which was applied in the New Order period was only a language skill given by Suharto and his ideas had not yet arrived at the actual implementation(7). In the practice of administration and government, this regime did not provide space for its people to live a democratic life.

4. Reformation Period (1988-present)

   During the Reformation period, the implementation of the democratic system began after the fall of President Suharto, who had served as president for approximately 32 years. Indonesian democracy in the reformation period became the beginning of laying a solid foundation in implementing democracy in the future. Although the character of the reform period is that it is a continuation of Pancasila democracy, the community is tasked with guarding democracy so that it can be applied in aspects of life. In this era, elections
were more democratic; there was a change of leaders from the central government to the regions. Every citizen who is considered capable and fulfills the requirements can have a political position without distinction. The fundamental rights of the community are guaranteed, such as freedom of opinion (7).

After the reform period, political parties were able to grow freely, as a form of freedom in an organization, and finally, the political party system returned to multi-party (8). The change of the new order to reform marked the spirit of democracy and new hope in the aspect of freedom. The condition for achieving this condition is the existence of sound political control. Healthy socio-political control can be done by giving space to the mass media, political parties, and civil society organizations (1).

The implementation of comprehensive reforms is highly dependent on the condition of the community's strength and the reformation strength of the DPR and the government. According to Samuel Huntington (1993: 109-163) (Denny JA, 202: 30), three ways of change can be applied in Indonesia. First, the Transformation change was led by the reform elite within the government itself. An example of this type was applied by Brazil in the 1970s when President Giezel led it. Second, the Replacement change is led by an opposition figure who can unite the resistance movement. An example in this particular case was in the Philippines when Cory Aquino led it in 1986. Third, the Transplacement change was a change led by the cooperation of the opposition and reformers within the government itself. An example is South Africa under De Klerk (government) and Nelson Mandela (Opposition)(9).

The most secure and real for Indonesia to use is the change in the Transplacement model. This means that in this case, there must be cooperation between reformers in the government (DPR and ABRI) and the opposition (religious organizations, student groups, NGOs, professors, and other community groups). Apart from the cooperation between the reformers and the opposition, what is needed now is a little courage to take the risk of carrying out a complete reform. (9)

During the transition period after the fall of Suharto, the regime did not immediately change; there was a difficult transition period. Indonesia is in a volatile democracy. If the unstable democracy can continue to improve its quality will lead to a consolidated true democracy. On the other hand, if democracy is unstable, it can return to its original form, namely authoritarianism. We are familiar with the characteristics of authoritarianism, as reflected in the New Order's political system. In this regime, political sentiment does not
allow for a change of power through general elections. Various mechanisms are arranged in such a way as to prevent the procedural transfer of power (9).

B. The Role of Historical Education in the Modern Era

The development of thinking and technology in the 20th century has resulted in significant life changes, much different from a previous life. The independence that has been achieved forms a new life between nations, with various competing understandings. Innovations influence rapid changes in political and economic life in technology and informatics. With the existence of information technology, people's connectivity between continents is easier and faster. In the 21st century, life is full of changes compared to life in the previous century because more innovations in thinking and technology are growing rapidly (10).

For this reason, the preparation of the younger generation is very important to face the life of the 21st century which is filled with many changes. Specifically, history education needs to develop three competencies related to change (Hamid, 2018b) (Hasan, 2019).

1. Competence in recognizing and understanding changes that have occurred in the past, present, to those that will occur in the lives of oneself, society, nation, and humans.
2. Competence to adapt to change and become actors who use technology instead of being controlled by technology.
3. Competence determines changes in a future life for oneself, the community, and the nation as technology users, not those controlled by technology. (10)

The current challenge is the emergence of the Covid-19 pandemic, which makes online learning activities or is said to be learning from home. Projo (2020) stated that teachers face two challenges when learning online during the Covid-19 pandemic. The first is the lack of teachers' readiness in dealing with changes in the learning system to be online. Second, teachers give too many assignments and too many learning materials, which causes students to object to online implementation. (11)

There are opportunities for teachers and history lecturers to utilize technology for the implementation of online learning today, and there is a virtual tour of cultural heritage that can be used to learn history when the online system was implemented (12). Several cultural heritage can be visited virtually through Google Arts and Culture, 1) Mount Merapi Museum, 2) Borobudur Temple, 3) Bungkarno's Tomb, 4) Brawijaya Museum, 5) Heroes Monument, 6) Mojokerto Puppet Gubug Museum, 7) Banteng Museum, 8) National Museum of Indonesia (12). In addition, the lack of preparation of lecturers or teachers in dealing with
online learning, and students also complain about the many assignments or materials given by lecturers or teachers (13). With this, it can be seen that teachers and lecturers only focus on the cognitive domain, while the affective domain is also needed during this Covid-19 pandemic. In the affective domain, it is hoped that students will later have various kinds of characters related to national values because this is the affective domain that is important in learning history (Absor, et al, 2019)(14).

The industrial revolution 4.0 is an era where information technology develops rapidly and affects every human life. The industrial revolution 4.0 appeared marked by the development of the "Internet for everything" and penetrated various fields, one of which was education. Therefore, there are 2 efforts made, namely curriculum revitalization and appropriate information technology (15). Muhajir Effendy (the former Minister of Education) said The entry of revolution 4.0 into the world of education required curriculum improvements by increasing the competence of students, namely (Yusnaini, Y, 2019) critical thinking, creative and innovation, interpersonal skills and communication, teamwork and collaboration, and confident (16).

The internet and search engines (Google) quickly gave birth to the digital literacy movement. Many theories, concepts, practices, and types of knowledge via the internet can be searched easily and quickly. Along with the rapid access to data on the internet, the Indonesian government has launched three types of literacy starting in 2017: digital literacy in the face of the industrial revolution 4.0 (17). The concept of digital literacy is enhanced in the ability to analyze and use digital information obtained to avoid hoaxes and for proper use (17).

History lessons can be made easier to find historical sources or evidence related to learning. In this case, the teacher or lecturer must have the ability to explain historical events from various sources. As an event that has happened, history is considered a backward thing, even though history can be a lesson in the future. Therefore, researchers, teachers, and history buffs will usually ask how this event could have happened. New knowledge and experience are born and become lessons for life to come (18).

During the Covid-19 pandemic, learning that previously met face-to-face with teachers was now replaced with intermediaries through applications or only by meeting online. Although there have been many phenomena of declining national character formation lately, such as the ignorance of the first President of the Republic of Indonesia, it would be a shame if history just disappeared. Bung Karno once said, "Jas Merah" Which means never forget history. The role of the history teacher is very influential in providing teaching to
students so that future generations will always know their nation's history. Moreover, the teacher conveys stories or historical events that have occurred and conveyed a Reformation about the meaning of historical events so that the benefits of history are appropriately conveyed (19).

CONCLUSION

History instructions may be made extra available to discover reasserts or historic proof associated with gaining knowledge of the outline above. In this case, the instructor or lecturer should have the cap potential to explain historic occasions from numerous reasserts. As an occasion that has happened, records are taken into consideration as a backward thing, even though records may be a lesson inside the future. Therefore, researchers, teachers, and records buffs will typically ask how this occasion may want to have happened. From that question, new understanding and reports are born and end up instructions for lifestyles to come.

Furthermore, in the Indonesian political system, healthy socio-political control can be exercised by giving space to the mass media, political parties, and civil society organizations. The most secure and accurate for Indonesia to use is the change in the Transplacement model. This means that in this case, there must be cooperation between reformers in the government (DPR and ABRI) and the opposition (religious organizations, student groups, NGOs, professors, and other community groups). Apart from the cooperation between the reformers and the opposition, what is needed now is a little courage to take the risk of carrying out a complete reform.
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